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ayee fren follow my blog ARE THESE BOOKS SO IMPOSSIBLY GOOD I never ever want
them to end RTC after I write a review for the first one lawl REVIEW I received a free copy

of this book in exchange for my review thanks, Publishers Well well well, look what we have
here ANOTHER BOOK REVIEW I m super duper excited to talk fangirl about this book
because lemme tell ya something it was just as amazing and precious as the first book in
this serious and I was literally on a book hangover for the longest time because of it I m
gonna try to condense a little bitin this review than in the last one, so this should be
interesting BLURB Willa Forsythe is both a violin prodigy and top notch thief, which make
her the perfect choice for a crucial task at the outset of World War I to steal a cipher from a
famous violinist currently in Wales Lukas De Wilde has enjoyed the life of fame he s won
until now when being recognized nearly gets him killed Everyone wants the key to his father
s work as a cryptologist And Lukas fears that his mother and sister, who have vanished in
the wake of the German invasion of Belgium, will pay the price The only light he finds is in
meeting the intriguing Willa Forsythe.But danger presses in from every side, and Willa
knows what Lukas doesn t that she must betray him and find that cipher or her own family
will pay the price as surely as his has r e v i e w 5 stars This was very much like the
previous book, A Name Unknown, in that it was absolutely thrilling, sweet, and invigorating
all at once This series has captured my heart, the plots, characters, themes and all Just
perfection I am not going to rant in this post I promise This book deserves that much b e a u
t i f u l t h i n g s the characters Probably one of the biggest reasons I love these books so
blasted much is because the characters are just irresistible I can literally relate so much
with Willa and Rosemary from the first book and it is just an AMAZING thing when the
reader can relate to the characters Just like magic Willa is basically me, not even lyingSHE
WAS A VIOLINIST PRODIGY WITH A LOT OF SASS And that just endeared her to me
eventhan before Her passion for music was something that was so just HER nature, it wasn
t professional, wasn t an obligation, it was just a part of who she was, and I loved seeing
that kind of musician enthusiasm It s just so invigorating.I cannot tell you how much of me I
saw in Willa, it was freaky but awesome She was she was great Snobby, salty, stubborn,
musical, independent She was a lot like Rosemary, but with her own streak and it was just
so satisfying Probably one thing that was really different from her sister was the fact that
she really wasn t that awkward Like, with people, Rosemary always had to think a certain
amount to see how she needed to be around them but Willa was less like that and a little bit
riskier IT WAS EXCITING Nothing about her was dull and I just had so much fun reading
about her Now Lukas he was a special kind of charmingHE WAS MISCHIEF AND
LAUGHTER AND CHARM AND IT WAS GREAT If I can just marry Lukas, that d be even
better This dude made me laugh literally out loud so many times, I had to train myself to not
burst out laughing when I was in a room with other people or by myself for that matter,
because either way, I look odd OH WELL Deal with it, non readers xPLukas was a classical
violinist, so his was a bitcareer ish BUT DUDE He was still awesome and knowledgeable
and passionate, maybe not the same as Willa, but not all musicians are the same The thing
about Lukas that really made me love him was his cheesy sense of humor but also how

intentional he was about everything He s the kind of guy that I d totally enjoy in my inner
circle LOL He was also very extroverted, which was different from Peter in the first book
Where Willa was snobby, he was this almost invasive person and it was just entertaining to
watch OH DUDE I loved Margot so much, I need a book about herI adored her spiciness
She was so proud and sassy and intelligent Normally with side characters, I get a little
bored during their chapters like can we just skip to the main peoples, please BUT MARGOT
WAS LEGITIMATELY SO COOL I never tired of reading about her, especially towards the
end I just really really really need a book dedicated to her Like yesterday xDIt s safe to say
that Roseanna M White is just amazing at creating characters and that all of them are
SPOT ON and bloody awesome There s almost never a dull moment with her people they
are the ultimate squadgoals the plot This was actually really really fun, although it did feel a
bit close to the first book But I guess since they are in the same series, the storylines will be
similar Probably the biggest thing that interested me was the music aspect and the codes
Which were kind of some of the most important stuff So same things as the first book There
were a lot of the same vibes from the first book, and I wasn t at all made about that
Germany and England, World War 1 yeah those vibes the sarcasm Let s just appreciate
fitting wit for this time era It s so satisfying I was grinning like a fool in so many parts, just
loving every bit of this beautiful beautiful cinnamon roll xDcan we talk about how amazing
the messages of salvation are in these books Y all I started crying in this book because
Christ is so awesome and he can use any situation to draw his children to him Willa was
broken, she didn t trust people, she didn t trust love, she didn t trust herself, but God s will
can blow our minds sometimes the romance was fabulous seriously I ship this ship I
approve and set this baby to sail They are the PERFECT combo Lukas is mischievous and
charming, and Willa is snobby but daring and it s great And so pure But fun Yep There were
so many great things in this book I actually finished it after I got my wisdom teeth removed,
so although I was in pain, THE BOOK WAS MAGIC AND I APPRECIATED IT SO MUCH
MORE FOR BEING HAPPINESS WHEN I WAS DEATH Anywho c o n c l u s i o n I enjoyed
this book so so so much This Christian historical fiction has the perfect blend of action and
excitement, messages of faith and God s love, amazing characters with AMAZING
PERSONALITIES, beautiful music, WW1 vibes, mystery, and an awesome romance I m
just dying for the 3rd book And that s it Go read this book, please, for all our sakes and for
my own sanity Or it will cost you Don t make me send my unicorn minions after you They
will not be merciful What a lovely tale of faith, family, music, trust, and hope I loved that this
book featured musical and mathematical prodigies, both young ladies They, and other
characters, were intriguing, as were the plots and surprising twists As with Roseanna White
s other books I ve read, this one was saturated with rich historical detail that made the
settings and events really pop off the page I felt pulled in from the very beginning.Content
pub, replacement expletives, and gambling bettingA couple of French speaking Belgians
used British replacement expletives, which seemed out of character, as they were new to

Wales and or London and most likely wouldn t have spoken like common street rats even if
they knew the lingo, as they were of a higher class than the words they chose to use in
those moments.This book drew me in eventhan the first in the Shadows Over England
series, and I can hardly wait to read the next installment Barclay s story is next, and I m
terribly excited to see what adventures he stumbles into. About this bookWilla Forsythe is
both a violin prodigy and top notch thief, which make her the perfect choice for a crucial
task at the outset of World War I to steal a cypher from a famous violinist currently in Wales
Lukas De Wilde has enjoyed the life of fame he s won until now, when being recognized
nearly gets him killed Everyone wants the key to his father s work as a cryptologist And
Lukas fears that his mother and sister, who have vanished in the wake of the German
invasion of Belgium, will pay the price The only light he finds is in meeting the intriguing
Willa Forsythe But danger presses in from every side, and Willa knows what Lukas doesn t
that she must betray him and find that cypher, or her own family will pay the price as surely
as his has Series Book 2 in theShadows Over Englandseries Spiritual Content Scriptures
are mentioned remembered Many Prayers Church going sermons Lots of being witnessed
to Many Talks Discussions about God H s are capital when referring to God Willa isn t sure
about God His existence, she is very bitter towards the topics, Spoiler view spoiler she
prays for forgiveness close to the end hide spoiler It s a real problem when one of your top
favorite authors can t write fast enough I put off reading this book for months because it was
the last of hers I hadn t read, but when book three came out I of course had to binge read
both back to back I love novels that focus on musical parts, and the handling of the violin
parts are so well done.This has turned out to be one of my favorites I can t figure out how I
managed to hold off on reading it right away, but that probably won t happen on the next
book of White s than came out Seems she gets better with ever book.

When I finished the first book of the series the first word that came to mind was special ,
and here I thought none would be able to top that one goodness, did I not know what was
coming.I wish I could find words to do this book justice It is an entire melody, filled with
cracks and breaks that make you feel you ve come to the end of yourself, only to then be
swept away by the sweetest harmony that overcomes any obscurity.Willa Forsythe always
expects change to come not so much that she likes it, but life has proven she s on the
forgotten and abandoned side of this That s just her lot and so taking risks with people isn t
something she does easily Especially not with a full of himself playboy superstar violinist
who s sure he can teach Willa a few things Considering that music is the only constant in
her life alongside her family of urchins and that she has no inspiration for fame, why should
she give him her time of day and let him stain what is so precious in her life with his rules
and impossible names Lukas de Wilde is, in a few words, out of his mind People might
attribute it to the fact that he s been severely separated from his family, with no way to
contact them, and is still recovering from a bullet wound They say he ll soon be back to his
old self True, he might have been fine with living a life as a rake until now, but war has a
funny way of messing around with people s mind or of actually waking them up to the depth
and obscurity of hurt and loss, peculiarly those caused by taking without consideration.In
the midst of tumult and shadows raging within and around them, these two characters think,
analyze, struggle and question They have no fear to scrutinize a God who calls Himself
Creator but supposedly stands aside while the world is torn apart Note the SUPPOSEDLY
there, because what the characters might find out is that there s forgiveness even for trust
withered, there s steadfastness among chaos, there s faithfulness beyond reason And this
constancy doesn t come naturally from us, yet this lesson about giving other than just taking
is for all of us.And as the suspense builds with each turn of the page, making you hold your
breath and gut turn, be prepared to hope beyond reason and have your world turned upside
down by a hero who is seeing his filth being turned into purity, a wary heroine finding
confidence beyond circumstances, and a 14 year old protege surely to capture your
heart.As these characters find a new normal, they will also find an unstoppable and
unwavering melody that has been there all along ready to be put out Many thanks to the
publisher for providing a advanced copy This is my honest review. sigh Review to come Let
s just leave it at the fact that I am in love with these books 3 .BOOK ? A Song Unheard ?
Willa Forsythe Is Both A Violin Prodigy And Top Notch Thief, Which Make Her The Perfect
Choice For A Crucial Task At The Outset Of World War I To Steal A Cypher From A
Famous Violinist Currently In Wales Lukas De Wilde Has Enjoyed The Life Of Fame He S
Won Until Now, When Being Recognized Nearly Gets Him Killed Everyone Wants The Key
To His Father S Work As A Cryptologist And Lukas Fears That His Mother And Sister, Who
Have Vanished In The Wake Of The German Invasion Of Belgium, Will Pay The Price The
Only Light He Finds Is In Meeting The Intriguing Willa ForsytheBut Danger Presses In From
Every Side, And Willa Knows What Lukas Doesn T That She Must Betray Him And Find

That Cypher, Or Her Own Family Will Pay The Price As Surely As His HasRead An Excerpt
By Clicking The Publisher S Link Below My respect for Roseanna M White goes up with
each book of hers I read. This book was BRILLIANT BRILLIANT, I TELL YOU So why am I
not giving it five stars Well, there s a couple of reasons The first being that it took me a little
while to get into this book it just didn t capture me from page 1 The second is that his fic
never has been and never will be my favorite BUT This one is World War I, the forgotten
war, which makes it excellent And, it s Christian Which I absolutely love I think I liked this
book better than the first, which surprised me, because most of my friends said they liked
the first one better Butthat s the way of it, I suppose I loved the music, the characters, the
emotional highs and lows This was such a beautiful book, you guys Willa is my favorite his
fic female protagonist for a while now Lukas was AMAZING Both of them had such beautiful
conversion stories, and THERE WAS SO MUCH HOPE IN THIS BOOK Let me just
FANGIRL SUPER DUPER HARD I don t really know what else to say about this one,
except that it s beautiful and musical and hopeful and I adore it 3 READ IT 4.5 stars. This
novel included so many things I love Kind hearted heroine that has not had the easy life
handed to her Humorous dialogue between the two main characters Mathematics score for
the number minded Fact based characters woven inI anticipated enjoying this novel, but it
surpassed my expectations I especially loved Margot Her dry sense of humor and mind
filled with numbers made me smile This novel was simply delightful.Now for Barclay s story
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